
DUBAI: More than 90 years ago, Henry
Ford famously commented that “most
people spend more time and energy
going around problems than trying to
solve them.”And not a lot has changed
since then. Take IT security for example.
Year after year, CIOs rank their own
employees as their number-one security
challenge, and year after year they collec-
tively spend billions of dollars on the lat-
est and greatest security products in a
vain attempt to restrict behavior instead
of getting to the root cause of the human
error that concerns them so much. 

This paradox between the top securi-
ty challenge and actual securityspend-
ing is certainly curious.You’d hope that,
over time, if there was a focus on reduc-
ing the source of concern, it would even-
tually move down the list ofchallenges.
All too often, though, people are not
considered part of the solution, just part
of the problem. The bottom line is that
low security awareness among employ-
ees is considered the greatest inhibitor
to security, yet resources are continually
spent ontrying to take people out of the
equation rather than on trying to
address the underlying issues.

This reliance on products over
processes will have to change at some
point. IT security budgets have increased
considerably over the years in an
attempt to stem the tide of successful
attacks.  However,  when faced with
adversaries that are well financed and
keenly focused, organizations will never
have enough funds to buy all the tech-
nology they require,and the emergence
of cloud, mobility, and social mediahas
made it almost impossible to plug secu-
rity gaps withtechnology anyway. IT
security chiefs must stop looking at
technology solutions only and instead
adopt a new security model - one that
incorporates people and policy into the
IT security mix.

Malvertising
The resistance to this stems from the

fact that people are the prime target of
the attackers, because the attacker-
sknow that the easiest way to enter a

network is  to
be invited in
rather thanre-
l e n t l e s s l y
p o u n d i n g
onthe security
infrastructure
until it cracks.
Phishing was
createdspecifi-
callytofacilitate
this aim, while
attackers have
also been known to create spoofWeb
pages with malware that users are
directed to via spam or even directly
implant malware intowebsites that they
know specific groups of users will visit.
A more recent attack vector geared
directly at users is so-called ‘malvertis-
ing’, which uses a legitimate Web adver-
tising network as the avenue for feed-
ing malicious content to users.
Malvertising is becoming especially
acute on mobile networks,  and
increased connectivity coupled with
reduced network perimeter defenses
makes it much more difficult to stop
these efforts. Simply put, people are
being targeted now more than ever
because of mobility and social network-
ing. As such, the desire to shut out the
human element wherever possible is, to
some degree, an understandable reac-
tion. But it is ultimately futile.

The network perimeter gateway was
previously the primary protection
point,but with the exception of the data-
center, the network perimeter is becom-
ing nonexistent with the rise in mobile
computing, the use of cloud-based serv-
ices,  and the expanding number of
users. IT security has long consisted of
layers of different security technologies -
firewalls, antivirus (endpoint, messaging,
and Web based), intrusion detection,
authentication and authorization,
encryption, email protection, URL filter-
ing, vulnerability assessment, and securi-
ty event correlation, as well as dozens of
other technologies. But even with all of
this in place, attackers continue to pene-
trate the defenses. 

SAN FRANCISCO: File picture taken on July 24, 2013 shows Sundar Pichai, Senior Vice President of Android, Chrome and Apps for Google,
speaking at a media event at Dogpatch Studios in San Francisco, California. Google unveiled a new corporate structure yesterday, creating a
parent company dubbed Alphabet led by chief executive Larry Page, with the Internet search unit as one of several entities. In a surprise
announcement, Page said Alphabet will be the umbrella company for the tech giant’s research arm X Lab, investment unit Google Ventures and
health and science operations, as well as the search unit Google, whose CEO will be current vice president Sundar Pichai. — AFP 
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LOS ANGELES:  The latest frontier in virtual reali-
ty could be closer to reality than fantasy. While
video game creators and filmmakers have recre-
ated the likes of Middle-earth and Jurassic World
in VR, activist news organization Ryot is teleport-
ing viewers to real-life conflict zones and disaster
areas like Nepal and Syria. Ryot released an
immersive short film Tuesday shot last month on
the war-ravaged streets of Aleppo. The three-
minute film, “Welcome To Aleppo,” features 360-
degree views of abandoned areas in Syria’s for-
mer commercial center. In one scene, bullets can
be heard whizzing past the device used to film
the VR footage, while another catches a glimpse
of four Syrians on a motorbike traveling down a
ruined street.  The film can be watched and con-
trolled on a computer screen, or with a mobile VR
headset, such as Google Cardboard.

For many, VR might not only reshape enter-
tainment but also journalism. “VR will definitely
be used for entertainment, porn, video games, all
of that,” said Christian Stephen, Ryot’s London-
based global editor who filmed the video in
Syria. “It can also be used to genuinely communi-
cate stories around the world in desperate need
of reaching people. The fatigue that has come
with photos and videos of explosions and people
crying has numbed people to the reality of the
world, especially in Syria.”

Stephen, who has covered conflicts in Iraq and
Afghanistan, said capturing the VR footage with a
makeshift apparatus - six cameras strapped to a
3D-printed gimbal on top of a tripod - proved
much more dangerous than shooting traditional
video. The cumbersome contraption had to be
left unattended, and it attracted more attention

than a typical camera or smartphone.
“It’s an incredibly harsh environment to work

in normally, but when they see you running
around with a tripod and an alien device on top
of it, they are going to try and kill you,” said
Stephen. “It looks like some sort of an odd IED.
We were basically hunted for eight hours by the
regime and rebel snipers. They thought I was try-
ing to set up a bomb because I had to leave it for
two to three minutes at a time to film what I
wanted.”

Syria’s civil war, now in its fifth year, has killed
more than 220,000 people and wounded at least
a million people, according to the United
Nations. Three months ago, Ryot released its first
foray into VR journalism with footage captured in
Nepal after an April 25 earthquake devastated
the country.  Ryot co-founder Bryn Mooser said

the organization is currently working on VR proj-
ects in five countries, including the Congo,
Uganda, Haiti and Iraq.

“For us, we want to distribute on every single
platform,” said Mooser. “We just want this story to
get out there. It’s not about creating a revenue
opportunity for people to pay to download this
footage. It’s about seeing how many people can
watch this as soon as possible. As the technology
progresses, it’ll become easier and easier for peo-
ple to experience it.”

Mooser noted that “Welcome to Aleppo”
marks the first VR video footage to be shot with-
in Syria’s war zone. Last year, the Emblematic
Group debuted “Project Syria,” an animated VR
experience that recreated an attack on an
Aleppo street and transported viewers to a
refugee camp. — AP

SAN FRANCISCO: Google unveiled a sur-
prise corporate overhaul, forming a new
parent company dubbed Alphabet to
include Internet search and a handful of
independent companies. Google chief
executive Larry Page announced the
change, saying he would hold the same
title at Alphabet, the new holding compa-
ny for the tech giant’s newer ventures
such as the research arm X Lab, invest-
ment unit Google Ventures and health
and science operations. Google will be
one of the units, headed by the current
company vice president Sundar Pichai. 

“Our company is operating well today,
but we think we can make it cleaner and
more accountable,” said a statement from
Page, who co-founded the tech giant with
Sergey Brin 17 years ago.

“So we are creating a new company,
called Alphabet. I am really excited to be
running Alphabet as CEO with help from
my capable partner, Sergey, as president.”

Eric Schmidt, the executive chairman
at Google, will transition to Alphabet with
the same title, Google said. 

Page said Alphabet is “mostly a collec-
tion of companies,” the largest of which is
Google. Under the new structure, “this
newer Google is a bit slimmed down, with
the companies that are pretty far afield of
our main Internet products contained in
Alphabet instead.” 

Alphabet will include units focusing
on life sciences products, such as a glu-
cose-sensing contact lens, and the health
research firm Calico, Page said. Google X,
which handles research on self-driving
cars and Internet balloons, will also be a

separate unit. Other units to be separated
include the drone delivery project Wing,
Google Fiber’s high-speed Internet, the
home automation unit Nest and the
investment arms of the California technol-
ogy giant. “Fundamentally, we believe this
allows us more management scale, as we
can run things independently that aren’t
very related,” he said.

Strong leaders, independence 
“Alphabet is about businesses pros-

pering through strong leaders and inde-
pendence. In general, our model is to
have a strong CEO who runs each busi-
ness, with Sergey and me in service to
them as needed,” Page said in his blog
post. Alphabet Inc. will replace Google
Inc. as the publicly traded entity, and all
shares of Google will automatically con-
vert to shares of Alphabet, with all of the
same rights, Page said.

The new operating structure “will be
introduced in phases over the coming
months,” according to Google’s regulatory
filing with the Securities and Exchange
Commission, and will mean separate
financial statements from the Google unit
and its parent. Google will become a
wholly-owned subsidiary of Alphabet.
The Google unit will include the search
engine, search ads, maps, apps, YouTube,
Android and related technical operations,
according to the filing.

The reorganization comes amid con-
cerns that Google’s dominance of the tech
sector may have peaked as the landscape
evolves. Google has for years been the
leader in Internet search and has turned

advertising linked to those searches into a
highly lucrative business. But its shares
have struggled since hitting an all-time
high in early 2014 and it has little to show
for ventures in other areas: self-driving
cars, Google Glass, Internet balloons,

health care, Google TV, mobile payments,
home automation and its Google+ social
network, among others. “This is a pretty
assertive move on their part,” said Bob
O’Donnell, who heads the consultancy
TECHnalysis Research. — AFP

OTTAWA: Couples who send each other
sexually suggestive or explicit images by
phone, commonly known as “sexting,” have
better sex, according to a study presented
to a psychology convention in Toronto.

The practice is often portrayed as risky,
yet American researchers found it is wide-
spread and could actually help couples
improve communication and increase inti-
macy. “These findings show a robust rela-
tionship between sexting and sexual and
relationship satisfaction,” said Emily Stasko
of Philadelphia’s Drexel University.

She presented the results of an online
survey of 870 Americans aged 18 to 82 at
the American Psychological Association’s
123rd Annual Convention in Toronto on
Saturday. More than eight out of 10
respondents said they have sexted. Three-
quarters of them sent images to a
boyfriend, girlfriend, husband or wife, and
associated sexting with better relationship
satisfaction.

That increased gratification, however,

did not carry over to singles surveyed, nor
to respondents who said they were in a
“very committed” relation. Despite its
potential to enhance communication
between partners, past studies-and recent
headlines-have focused almost exclusively
on negative outcomes from sexting.

Some of the best known examples
include news last year about phone hacks
that led to the leak of nude photos of
celebrities including actress Jennifer
Lawrence, pop icon Rihanna and top
model Kate Upton. In another notorious
sexting case,   US lawmaker Anthony
Weiner quit the House of Representatives
after confessing that he used social media
to send sexually explicit pictures of him-
self to a number of women. But such
highly publicized negative outcomes said
Stasko,  fai l  to take into account the
upside of sexting, which, when used by a
loving couple, can increase the “potential
positive effects of open sexual communi-
cation with a partner.” — AFP

Couples who sext 

have better sex

With virtual reality, 360-degree view inside Syria

DUBAI: Following the publicleak of files
belonging to Hacking Team - the com-
pany known for selling “legal spyware”
tosome governments and law enforce-
ment agencies - a number of cyberespi-
onage groups have started using, for
their own malicious purposes,  the tools
Hacking Team provided to its customers
to carry out attacks. This includes several
exploits targeting Adobe Flash Player
and Windows OS. At least one of these
has been re-purposed by the powerful
cyberespionage actor, “Darkhotel”. 

Kaspersky Lab has discovered that
the “Darkhotel”, an elite spying crew
uncovered by its experts in 2014 and
famous for infiltrating Wi-Fi networks in
luxury hotels to compromise selected
corporate executives, has been using a
zero-day vulnerability from Hacking
Team’s collection since the beginning of
July, straight after the notorious leak of

Hacking Team files on July, 5th.  Not
known to have been a client of Hacking
Team, the Darkhotel group appears to
have grabbed the files once they
became publicly available. 

This is not the group’s only zero-day;
Kaspersky Lab estimates that over the
past few years it may have gone through
half a dozen or more zero-days targeting
Adobe Flash Player, apparently investing
significant money in supplementing its
arsenal. In 2015, the Darkhotel group
extended its geographical reach around
the world while continuing to
spearphishtargets in North and South
Korea, Russia, Japan, Bangladesh,
Thailand, India,Mozambique and
Germany.  

Collateral assistance
from hacking team 

Kaspersky Lab’s security researchers

have registered new techniques and
activities from Darkhotel, a known
advanced persistent threat (APT) actor
that has been active for almost eight
years. In attacks dated 2014 and earlier,
the group misused stolen code-signing
certificates and employed unusual
methods like compromising hotel Wi-Fi
to place spying tools on targets’ systems.
In 2015, many of these techniques and
activitieshave been maintained, but
Kaspersky Lab has also uncovered new
variants of malicious executable files,
the ongoing use of stolen certificates,
relentless spoofing social-engineering
techniques and the deployment of
Hacking Team’s zero-day vulnerability:

* Ongoing use of stolen certificates.
The Darkhotel group appears to main-
tain a stockpile of stolen certificates and
deploys their downloaders and the
backdoors signed with them to cheat

the targeted system. Some of the more
recent revoked certificates include
XuchangHongguang Technology Co.Ltd.
- the company whose certificates were
used in previous attacks performed by
the threat actor. * Relentless spearphish-
ing. The Darkhotel APT is indeed persist-
ent: it tries to spearphish a target, and if
it doesn’t succeedreturnsseveral months
later for another try with much the same
social-engineering schemes.   

* Deployment of Hacking Team’s
zero-day exploit. The compromised
website, tisone360.com, contains a set
of backdoors and exploits.The most
interesting of these is the Hacking Team
Flash zero-day vulnerability.

“Darkhotel has returned with yet
another Adobe Flash Player exploit host-
ed on a compromised website, and this
time it appears to have been driven by
the Hacking Team leak.

Google ‘Alphabet’ spells 

surprise reorganization
Google to be headed by vice president Sundar Pichai

Adding the human

touch to IT security

SAN FRANCISCO: This February 7, 2007 file photo shows The Symantec logo at the
RSA Conference 2007 in San Francisco, California. US computer security company
Symantec said yesterday it would sell its data management business Veritas to a
group of investors for $8 billion in cash. Symantec, maker of the Norton antivirus
program, said the deal was expected to close by January 1. — AFP

SAN FRANCISCO:  His name may not
ring a bell, but Google’s new CEO
Sundar Pichai has worked on some of
the company’s best-known products-
from the Chrome browser to the
Android mobile software. Pichai, 43,
was named chief executive officer of
the Internet titan Monday, as Google
unveiled a new corporate structure cre-
ating an umbrella company dubbed
Alphabet.

He will oversee the biggest compa-
ny under that umbrella, which will still
be called Google and will continue to
include some of its household products,
including its search engine, ads, maps,
apps, YouTube and the Android system.

Alphabet will be run by Google
chief Larry Page, who showered praise
upon Pichai, senior vice president of
products. “I feel very fortunate to have
someone as talented as he is to run the
slightly slimmed down Google and this
frees up time for me to continue to
scale our aspirations,” according to Page
in a blog post. 

Page said he was impressed with his
“progress and dedication to the compa-
ny” and promised to continue to groom
Pichai, who has been at Google since
2004. “I have been spending quite a bit
of time with Sundar, helping him and
the company in any way I can, and I will
of course continue to do that.”

In his role as SVP of products, Pichai
oversees management, engineering
and research for Google’s products and
platforms, according to Google’s filing
at the US Securities and Exchange
Commission. Before that, he was SVP of
Google Android, Chrome and Apps,
working on consumer products “used
by millions of people,” the filing said.

Pichai was part of the team that
launched the Chrome browser in 2008
and also worked on various search
products, including Google Toolbar,
Desktop Search, Gadgets and Google
Gears, according to the company.

US media described him as soft-
spoken, little-known, and a long-time
right-hand man to mentor Page.— AFP
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